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Plans for this year's conference "Sustaining
Deve1opment in the Humanities" are rapidly
falling into place. This year's venue, as many
of you will already know, is the Village Hotel
Bromborough where we had such a successful
conference in 1995. A locally based planning
group has been meeting at regular intervals to
discuss the program and delegate responsibilities. The Association secretary Dee Smith,
this year's conference co-ordinator, chairs the
group.
The members of the planning group are Peter
McDonagh whose background is Secondary
Geography and Thelma Wiltshire, Primary
History and R E both of whom have recently
been advisory teachers working alongside Dee
for Wirral LEA. Also in the group representing Secondary are Thea Tomlinson, Steve
Dragicevic, Chris Doyle and Zavina Jones and
representing Primary are Sue Talbot and Chris
Rummery. Sue you will remember produced
a wonderful Primary scheme, which was published in TOO earlier this year. The final two
members of the group are Neil Sledge and
Carol Ryder who are the current advisory
teachers for Primary and Secondary Humanities in the Wirral.

It is a dynamic group with a vast amount of

Some of the meetings have taken place at
the Village hotel but they have mainly been
held at the Professional Development Centre
where the ICT workshops will be held on
the Saturday of the conference. Plans for
the Trade Fair, workshop options, keynote
speakers, entertainment and the "Sunday
Morning Experience" are now in place. We
are "merely!" left with the task of finalizing
the details of each session and ensuring the
conference runs smoothly and efficiently.
We are all looking forward to it and hope
that the event is well supported by as many
members as possible.

There is still time to book so please contact
expertise and experience and several have alPeter Walsh at 11 Lloyd Street, RYTON,
ready volunteered to run workshops at the
Tyne WearNE40 4DJ, Fax/Phone 0191
conference covering some of their recent work 4132262 or Email peter@j-walsh.freeserve.
in schools. This includes dovetailing the Naco.uk
tional Literacy Strategy with units of work for
History, Making Geographical Big Books using ICT and working on the Wirral Learning
Neil Sledge Wirral LEA September 1999
Grid.
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As we approach the year 2000, it is interesting to note that much of the debate
surrounds the best way to celebrate the
arrival of the new millennium. Little
thought appears to focus on the economic and social issues that mercilessly
grind down millions on the planet, most
of whom, as a consequence, will not
even notice or recognise its passing.
It is a measure of our current parlous
state of Humanities based education that
most of the people controlling the money
markets, have left school with no interest
or idea of what poverty actually is. To
make matters worse, many people in this
country do not recognise· that for millions of others who would possibly be
economically capable of celebrating the
millennium, it is a cultural irrelevance.
I have sat bewildered and bemused at the constant erosion of the Humanities in pursuit of the Technovocational curriculum . It has belatedly
been recognised that the system is producing many largely amoral children.
This is compounded by a culture which
knows the price of everything and the
value of nothing. The solution will presumably be a bolt on Citizenship requirement which will be based upon the
rules and regulations of a civilised society, a bit like teaching kids to play football using the Referees handbook as the
sole source of information. Where are
the tactics and methods the players need
in order to play their part in the game.
The pressure for change has left
the average Humanities teacher reeling
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under the pressure of cramming too
much information into too short a time
span. Assessment has turned into a voracious beast, which often measures
the crudely tickable and seldom makes
time for the development of values and
attitudes, which are much more complex to address. Good Humanities
teaching always did ask questions, demand difficult compromises and above
all involve children in the complex
world of decision making. The current
curriculum is letting down thousands
of children, who deserve better, too
many things need to be known and too
little involves their participation in the
process of understanding. The pursuit
of knowledge in order to become a rational, socially inclusive human being,
is far more important than chasing a
narrow Techno-vocationally orientated
curriculum based on personal gain. Let
us make the new millennium a time
where the Humanities regains its true
place at the heart of the curriculum for
the 21st Century.
Stuart Wilson
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WHERE THE IDEA CAME FROM
T~e. idea for the Children's Parliament arose out of a visit by the Deputy Prime
Minister, Rt Hon John Prescott MP, to the Sea Life Centre in Scarborough. He was
stru_ck ~Y how passionately the children were concerned about our effect upon the
worid. I ogether, he and Rt Hon David Blunkett MP decided that these children
should be given the opportunity to say what they were going to do themselves, and
what they wanted the Government to do, to secure a healthy future for everyone.
l~ October 1998, they wrote to all the schools in England with Year 6 pupils to invite
them to_ ta~e part in the Children's Parliament on the Environment. The project had
two main aims:
• to_ build on the growing interest of young people in the environment, and to
stimulate them to think about what can be done, and particularly what they can do
themselves, to secure a healthy future for everybody;
• to pro~ide chil~ren with an opportunity to develop an understanding of, and take
an active role 1n, the democratic process: to help them understand their duties
responsibilities and rights as citizens.
'
The 1_o and 11 Y~~r-olds were given the opportunity to enter two competitions: a
de~at1n~ compet1t1?n and an essay competition. A project office was set up at Cardiff
University to coordinate the two competitions and the associated events. During
No~ember and December 1998, over 3,500 schools registered to take part in the
proJect. They began work after receiving a Project Pack which gave an introduction
to the issues surrounding sustainable development and citizenship.
The lo~al rounds of the debating competition were organised with the help of the
education departments of the local authorities and took place during February and
early M_arch 1_ 999. One school was chosen to represent each local authority area at
the reg1_o_nal finals. At the same time, the project office received entries for the essay
com~et1t1on, and the 15 best from each region were also shortlisted to go forward to
the finals.
The nine regional final_s took place during March and were organised with the help
of the Government Offices. At each final, adjudication panels identified six children
two_ from each of two debating teams and one essay team, who would represent th~
reg1_on as M_embers of the Children's Parliament. The children were chosen on the
bas~s of _their ~nderstanding of sustainable development issues and the force and
~la:1ty wit~ ':'h1ch they made their arguments. Three special schools were also
invited to Join the Parliament, to represent the important contribution that had been
made to the project by schools from this sector. In all, 60 children were confirmed as
Members of the Children's Parliament on the Environment.
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This is a resource for teaching environmental themes
in Religious Education edited by Robert Vint for the
Religious Education and Environment Programme
(REEP). It is published by RMEP (1998).

On the face of it this A4 spiral bound resource has
immediate appeal. Its glossy cover, featuring a glorious oak tree and the five major religions' symbols
hanging from its branches and the attractive sounding "blurb" on t.i11.e back made me stop and look
twice.
Clever merchandising you might say, but I was also
immediately grabbed by the idea of exploring environmental issues through religion. The notion of
spirituality through nature, the successful "awe and
wonder diet" of so many infant classrooms is not
new. This was however the very first time I had
seen the explicit link between environment and religion explored exclusively in a teaching resource
book format.
The book begins with a statement of aims, intent and
principles upon which the REEP programme was
founded - namely that "concern for nature is essential to religion and that religious awareness has a vital contribution to make to respect for nature". The
programme is planned as a cyclic learning experience for pupils whereby they experience nature, explore the relevance of traditional teachings, reflect
on these in order to develop their own beliefs and
values and then find ways of taking practical action
based on these-=-All this is within an environmental
context.
The introduction also refers to recent OFSTED and
SCAA guidance concerning SMSC development, RE
and Environmental Education, and places these
within the REEP context. It bases the "experiencing
and reflecting upon religious beliefs and values" activities upon the traditional belief system through a
systematic and thematic approach. This is the Westhill Model for teaching RE. It also groups these beliefs
and values under subheadings so as to further clarify
particular environmental issues within religious
teachings about the World, Visions for the future etc.

11

All this theory and organisation of the programme
only takes up nine pages.
The rest of the book concentrates on practical classroom activities with photocopiable pages. Section
include Experiencing Nature, Religions and the
Natural World- a chapter each for Buddhism,
Christianity, Hinduism, Islam and Judaism but no
Sikhism. The section on Action includes sustainable schools, classroom Environmental Policy, Environmental Audits etc. Finally there is an excellent Resources and addresses section covering each
chapter of the book. It is possible to cross check
every activity, 79 in all, with the relevant teachings
section be it Teachings about the World, Spiritual
Teachings, Moral Teachings or Visions of the Future.
All in all, although it may be true that I would not
use or try every activity and that the Islamic Patterns" worksheets would be a nightmare to photocopy, I would recommend this book as worthy of
your attention. If you are involved in environmental education and/or religious education at key
stage one, two or three. IT will produce quality RE
at Year 6 and above. Some quite difficult concepts
are involved at times but it certainly provides several stimulating avenues to explore in schools and
is very good value at £14.99

Neil Sledge Wirral Advisory teacher September
1999
Perhaps teachers using this resource would care to
comment in the next edition of TOO? Please send
copy to Peter Walsh by December 1 1999.
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global society, the new National Curriculum for History plays down the importance of British factual or
cultural heritage, multicultural education is seen as
being important and the debate about citizenship encourages us to discuss the role of global citizenship
and the role of Humanities subjects in the teaching
of citizenship. In the recent Reith lecture Anthony
Giddens talked about the importance of globalisation
and its effects. Globalisation is "political, technological and cultural, as well as economic", and that
we "continue to talk of the nation, the family, work,
tradition, nature, as if they were the same as in the
past, but they are not". This has great significance
for the type of curriculum we need to create for the
21 st century. The Humanities needs to define itself
in relationship to this. We need to be clear about the
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sort of world we are preparing pupils for and the
skills, that they will need. We need to teach history which looks at the impact of cultures on each
other and which gives pupils the skills to examine
the impact of the past on the present and the confidence to be critical about the ways in which the
past is used by the present. We need a Geography
which focuses on global interconnections and the
impact of new forms of communication and which
gives pupils the skills to enquire into geographical
issues for themselves. Most of all we need the debate that never was to give the Humanities a new
sense of purpose and a way forward into the 21 st
century.

Humanities Too

INTRODUCTION
This Action Plan is the outcome of the Children's Parliament on the Environment.
Our Parliament is made up of 10 and 11 year olds from schools in England. During
the past year we have been debating and writing about the following questions:
•
•

Dave Walker

~~~~ii~~i-~~-~~~-~fii~{i\j:j):+~~i]
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Remember all those meetings that Heads of History attended to produce schemes of work when the National Curriculum was first introduced? One of the most common complaints was about text books, that the language used was too
difficult for many pupils, particularly those with a reading age lower than their chronological age.
So perhaps publishers do listen. The Living Through History series comes with a core and a foundation version. The
foundation edition covers the same topics, but the text is edited and simplified to make it accessible and more attractive to lower ability pupils.
The sources and illustrations are also well set out, to complement rather than overpower the text. Most pages invite,
rather than discourage, than reader.
The photocopiable resource pack for the series is also an improvement on previous publications, and also come in a
core and foundation edition. The tasks are varied, and although classroom teachers are experts at producing worksheets to suit the abilities of their own pupils, there is a lot to be said for having a professionally printed task that is already matched to the text book. It can save a lot of time and effort and in this series most of the worksheets provide
good preparation for some extended writing.
The books are expensive at £9.25 for the core and foundation texts and £24.99 for the resource books. However,
they do contain two core study units and it has been helpful to have both of our year 7 topics in one text book. Your
local Heinemann rep. will probably offer you some discount, and our 25% of 120 copies made the purchase worthwhile. We will almost certainly purchase book 3 in the series this year.
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Looking 10 or 20 years into the future, what things in your area do you hope will
still be there, and what things would you hope to see changed or improved?
What can you and your community do to improve the environment to ensure that
everyone becomes healthier?
What are the key issues for you about improving the environment in your
immediate surroundings and world wide? Why? What should be done about
them? What can you do?
What must we do so that people living now, and those in the future, can enjoy a
better quality of life?

We have been writing about and debating these questions in our schools, in our
local areas and in our regions. We care passionately about our environment and
have lots of ideas about how this world can be made a better place, and what
everyone can do to help. The issues we have raised have varied from very local
issues, such as an open drain at the edge of our school grounds, through to global
problems like the depletion of the ozone layer. All these things affect our lives. Just
think of the way air pollution has led to a rise in cases of asthma among children like
us. But we also care about the animals and plants that we share our world with. We
feel that people are being selfish in their approach to environmental issues. The
environment is not just ours but for all living things.
Our message is that we want people to be less selfish. We want to make people
care more about each other and not as much about themselves, sharing things out
and learning to live with less.
This Action Plan contains some of the things that concern us most. We call upon the
Government to ensure that the environment and its protection, especially the areas
mentioned here, are placed at the centre of Government policy.

One final comment for what it's worth. We had an OFSTED in February and the history Inspector rather liked the
books.

John Murphy
Head of History
Pennywell School
Sunderland

Members of the
Children's Parliament on the Environment
May 1999
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10 MAIN POINTS FOR ACTION
(i)

Ensure that we have clean air to breathe through a combination of
measures, including:
• a transport policy which will reduce the number of cars and lorries on the
roads and encourage greater use of pubiic transport, cyciing and waiking;
• stricter controls on harmfui emissions from factories and power stations.

(ii)

Establish and maintain a cheap, viable public transport network. Greater
investment is needed in public transport ( especially rail transport) to make it
cheaper, cleaner, more frequent and more accessible.

(iii)

Increase investment in local communities and businesses and prevent
out of town development to reduce the need for car travel to public
amenities, shops and employment.

(iv)

Ensure that housing developments give people space to grow, with
adequate gardens and shared leisure space. But new developments
should only take place on sites that have previously been used for
housing or industry. Large fines/taxes should be imposed on companies
that build on the Green Belt.

(v)

Make developers submit not just housing/factory plans but an·
environmental plan, showing exactly how they are going to meet the needs
of the plant and animal life they are disrupting.

(vi)

Introduce a new "Environment Tax" on all businesses and home/car
owners. The money raised could be used to pay for conservation and
environmental restoration projects. Individuals could pay £10 per year, and
companies a rate based on how much they make.

(vii)

Help and encourage the development of sustainable energy and
introduce regulations to ensure that more of the energy we use comes from
safe renewable sources, such as solar, wind and water-generated power.

(viii)

Introduce regulations which would control packaging and waste, and
fund research into alternative raw materials.

(ix)

Pass tougher legislation to control industrial pollution, and impose
larger fines on people and companies that pollute the environment.

(x)

Identify a realistic role for the representation of young people in the
process of Government, with appropriate funding, curriculum preparation
and agreed democratic election. One suggestion is that the present
Chiidren's Parliament might be extended into future years. .

A few years ago Nick Tate, then chief executive of
the School Curriculum and Assessment Authority,
called for a great debate in education, a debate on
no less a topic than the very relationship between
the curriculum and society itself It was a debate
that was intended to pave the way for the new National Curriculum, establish fundamentals and clarify long standing philosophical issues. The context
of that debate was to be the Art.s, the Humanities
and the Spiritual and Moral dimensions of the curriculum. The great debate started with a range of
impressive conferences and media attention and
then curiously evaporated. The great philosophical
questions which had "puzzled human beings since
Moses and Plato" remained unanswered and the
curriculum for the next millennium was drawn up
without any reference to the nature of an entitlement
to a Humanities education. What happened to the
great debate and what happened to Nick Tate's "big
ideas"?
To understand the fate of the great debate we need
to consider how it was structured and what its
author intended it to achieve. The terms of the debate were clearly set by Nick Tate in his own vision
of the Humanities contribution to the curriculum.
Essentially this is that the Humanities should be focused on the creation of a feeling of national identity based on the traditions of the nation state. In
realising this destiny lies our salvation as a viable
part of the curriculum. To achieve this we need to
turn our backs away from the sin of relativism,
which has clouded professional judgement and has
allowed scepticism and cynicism to obscure our
judgements about the supremacy of our great western traditions.

mythical national culture and called for a real debate about the future of the Humanities which
took on board the rich possibilities of teaching a
Humanities curriculum within a global society.
Our contribution to the great debate provoked a
critical response from the Observer columnist
Melanie Phillips ( not known to be a reader of Huma..'lities Association publications) with some
predictable bluster about national identity and its
importance (when you are a senior civil servant
you can enjoy the luxury of using well paid Fleet
Street hacks to make your arguments for you).
Nick Tate's great debate went nowhere because
the terms of the debate were backward looking
and failed to connect with the realities of a multicultural and increasingly global society. Whatever your intentions, when you start to talk about
the "primacy the majority culture," the importance of "handing on the great tradition" and that
"the best guarantee of minority cultures is .... a
strong majority culture", you start to sound like a
campaign by the fascist French Front Nationale.
The fact that the debate did not happen was a lost
opportunity. We should have been using that opportunity to discuss the role of the Humanities in
the 21 st century and not demonising globalisation
and relativism as dragons, which needed to be
slayed. That lost opportunity weakened the case
for relevant Humanities, which addressed the key
issues of the 21 st century, as an essential part of
the curriculum. It meant that the new National
Curriculum is without a strong Humanities presence at Key Stage 4 and a shrinking presence at
Key Stages 1 and 2.

Where do we go from here?
At the time the Humanities Association published
an attack on Nick Tate's views. We stated that to
understand the relationship between the curriculum
and society we first needed to take seriously and understand the significance and importance of globalisation and its effects on concepts of national identity. We rejected a simplistic view of the Humanities project as being about the transmission of a

9

Things have, however, moved on since Nick Tate
set the terms for the great debate. There are encouraging signs that the narrow agenda of national heritage and the curriculum as celebration
of the great icons of white western civilisation is
no longer the force that it once was. The government talks increasingly of an education for a
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Many of our readers are likely to have been involved in the Children's Parliament on the environment. The issues considered by the children are central to humanities teaching and learning, as are the
learning processes that led to the success of this exciting venture.
Rights of the child...
Your rights are about what
you are allowed to do and
what people responsible for
you have to do to ensure that
you are happy. healthy and

The report of the 10 main points for action is taken from the government's final report on the 1998
Children's Parliament. Remember as you read the proposals that this is the work of Year 6 primary school
children.
We think it is both impressive and significant. The Wirral team, from Grove Street Primary School
in Birkenhead did not get through to the finals but performed wonderfully well at the regional finais in
:Vfanchester. Ho\vever their presentations and those of the m'o runners up from Bidston A venue Primary
and Brookdale Primary have had a great deal of influence in Wirral. They have addressed governors at Local Agenda 21 governor training. They have made a formal presentation to a council select committee on
the environment. The Chief Executive of Wirral Steve Maddox was so impressed by the quality of the
presentations of all the participating schools that he has published them as part of the council's Local
Agenda 21 initiatives. Headteachers, councillors and governors were very impressed indeed. In Wirral we
are planning to make the debate and presentation to mayor and councillors an annual event whether or not
the government takes up the last suggestion of the MCPs which is to extend the present Children's Parliament into future years.

safe.
United Nations Convention
On the Rights of the
Child.

·~

1:

v1

Development awareness
~ i s......

\

Children's Parliament on the Environment

Understanding the worf d
and making links between
local and global issues.
Finding out, understanding
and taking action to make
changes. Promoting values in
global solidarity, peace,
tolerance, social justice and
envirom,ental awareness.

\

The Children's Parliament convened in May 1999 for three events:

\ Debt is ____ _
Debt affects us all_
Millions still live in
poverty as poor
countries strive to
repay their debts.
Millions of lives could
be saved if debt was
cancelled and the
money spent on
education, healthcare,
Clean water and
sanitation_

•

Parliamentary Debate

On Tuesday May 18 1999 MCPs took part in four debates at the mock-up Chamber of the House of
Commons at Granada Studios, Manchester. Some hundred other children from their schools joined
the 60 MCPs. These children acted as observers during the debates but had full voting rights. The
main pans of the debates are noted in this Action Plan. Hansard also made a record.
•
Select Committee
On Tuesday May 25 MCPs put questions on sustainable development, the workings of Parliament
and education to the Deputy Prime Minister, the Rt. Hon John Prescott MP, Madam Speaker Betty
Boothroyd and the schools' minister, Charles Clarke N[P at a "select Committee". The questions
are detailed in this Action Plan. Again, Hansard also made a record of the meeting.
•

Presentation of the Action Plan

On the same day a delegation of ten children, one to represent each of the nine regions and one to
represent the involvement of Special schools, took the present Action Plan to the Prime Minister at
Downing Street. The Government promised to make a full written response to the Action Plan.

8
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LOCOCO CO An Issues based Devel~pment Game
Introduction and Background to the Spanish Voices

Spanish Voices: today's children, tomorrows world was an internet linking project that bought together
young people from Guatemala, Spain, Western Sahara and the United Kingdom using the framework of the
UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. The 3-year European Union funded project was co-ordinated by
the Humanities Education Centre, based in London.
Young people in all four communities communicated through a variety of methods inciuding E-mail, fax,
photography; video atid the production of the newsletter in both English and Spanish. They also contributed to the development of the project website.

Pl@net.com: An exciting new Channel 4 series
Channel 4 were researching and preparing a ground breaking new series called Pl@net .corn. The themes
of the programmes are Water, Biodiversity, Natural resources and recycling, Energy, Food and Farming,
Cars and Rich World/Poor World. The series will include national and international case studies. This was
our chance to be part of the development of an interesting new project. The Locococo game was of great
interest to them particularly the problematic global issues of debt and trade.

Students from three Tower Hamlets schools -..vere involved in filming the Programme. Hermitage students
were filmed playing the Locococo game. The children were so enthusiastic about the game, that they were
unwilling to stop playing even when the cameraman intervened!

Spanish Voices project aims
•
•
•
•
•

Learning about the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.
Learning about sustainable development; concern for the environment and the better use of resources.
Enhance their European language acquisition.
Develop an understanding of the relationship between the 'North' and the 'South'
Develop resources incorporating development and right issues.

Students from Oaklands School and Central Foundation visited Costcutters to speak to the manager about
stocking fair traded products and were filmed them discussing why fair trade is important. A great deal of
effort was put into preparing arguments for why shops should stock fair trade goods, and also the likely arguments or questions shopkeepers may ask. The pupils succeeded in convincing the manager to stock fair
trade goods -do ask next time you visit Costcutters! Finally, the students were filmed giving some 'trade
secrets', or 'one liners' suggesting practical way we can all do something ... even buying a bar of fair trade
chocolate for a friend helps. The programs will emphasise action and problem solving, showing that even
small individual actions, repeated nationally and internationally, can have a dramatic impact.

You can visit key sites for the Programme themes on: www.cl1annel.com/schools/planet
and watch out for the series starting in January 2000!!

/How Locococo developed
The young people in the Spanish Voices project developed a game for other young people. The idea for a
game came from the Young Photographers of Guatemala after they received games created by their partners in Central Foundation Girls Schoo] in London. Students from Granada and Guatemala then brought
~xamples of games that they had developed to a meeting in London in 1997. The basic outline of the game
originated from a day spent at the Cenvantes Institute where representatives from each community and
other students from London met during a week of activities.
Students from London Borough of Tower Hamlets schools, with the Humanities Education Centre, spent
the next year developing the idea. Students from Oaklands School who were also part of the project, felt
strongly that trade and debt should be incorporated into the game, after being introduced to the issues in
their geography lessons. Several months of work followed, ultimately leading to cocoa beans and chocodirect as the currency of the game. Central Foundation students helped with the questions, the packs for trialling and design. Students did much of this work in their own time working at HEC or phoning and faxing their ideas through.

Locococo available from HEC £15 or two for £25 plus p&p

Written by Sabina Choudhury {ex Tower Hamlets student)
Humanities Education Centre
Tower Hamlets Professional Development Centre
English Street
LONDON

E34TA
Tel: 0171 364- 6405

Fax: 0171 364- 64-22

The development process was fascinating with the trials providing an opportunity to test different ideas. In
earlier versions teams were each designated as one of the four project countries; trading was in olive oil,
chocolate, phosphates etc; turns were missed by being sent to the 'sandstorm corner' and sets of cards produced to test language learning. Ideas for another game one day perhaps!
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It could be curriculum
materials K 1-5
It could be schemes of
work Kl-5
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Classroom based activities are useful
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Don't forget to send
print and disc
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See address on page
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Any published work
will receive expenses.

-

This is an attempt to combat one of the
greatest ironies of today, since the advent of computers and D.T.P. a massive
volume of good well prepared materials
have been produced but 95% of it is
never seen outside the generating school.
Lets get one thing straight we are not
talking publication ready materials, or
even stuff that is anything like as long as
this first offering. It is good neat ideas to
cover a particular issue. We have, however, to be realistic good ideas which
need a lot ofD.T.P. work are also a none
starter. This will only work if people
send their own classroom materials in,
we are too small an organisation to run
this from the committee alone. We still
have not received any work from members, please send in any information you
can as this would be most useful.

t/1

The address is:Pete Walsh,
11 Lloyd Street,
RYTON,

TYNE & WEAR,
NE40 4DJ.
1. Please make sure they are in printable form.

2. We use Publisher/winword/
Pageplus, these formats are most useful..
3. Include some brief details about
yourself and how you use the materials
if it is not stunningly obvious.
4. Send both disc and print off if at all
possible.
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Special points of
interest:

Q.
t/1
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• Any ideas printed
will receive £ 10 expenses

en
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• You will get a warm
feeling of giving
away your brilliant
ideas for the price of
a takeaway.
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• You never know
somebody might

~
u

produce something

en

of use to you
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Addressing Literacy Issues in
the Humanities at KS3.
The latest offering in the classroom
materials section is in my opinion a
first class treatment of a very important problem, especially for the
less able. The section is designed to
give a form and structure to addressing the problem of literacy
issues in the Humanities. The classroom materials come as a very detailed module entitled Myself and
Community. Our thanks go out to

Mariea Christodoulu a new member of the executive. The only
thing she asks is if anyone adapts
or updates some of the examples
please send a copy to him via the
address above. Anyone wishing
to have a floppy copy please
send a blank disk and S.AE.,
stating which version of word
you would like the work saving
m.

"Now come on Smithers
surely you have had one
good idea in your life
worth sharing with us."

Addressing Literacy issues in Humanities at Key Stage 3
Weakness in Literacy skills can present an obstacle that prevents students of all
abilities reaching their potential in Humanities. This is not uncommon or particular to
students at Hampden Park School, however there is a huge amount of very good
work going on in our schools to address this issue. It is essential that good practice is
shared. In this article I aim to outline work being done at Hampden Park School, East
Sussex with year 7 students and hope that colleagues who read the article find it
useful and are inspired to share ideas and examples of practice in the next edition.
The Humanities Faculty at HPS decided to undertake a review and audit of schemes
of work to ensure that all students could access the cuniculum and to facilitate
continual improvement in levels of attainment.
With the support of colleagues in the Leaming Support and Development Faculty an
audit of resources was undertaken. This included an assessment of the reading age
of all written sources. A range of alternative resources were then explored and
identified for purchase and inclusion in schemes of work - this included extending the
use of flash cards, pictorial and photographic sources. Artefacts have been invested
in to enhance the enactive learning experiences of students and use of CO Roms
has been broadened as we learn new ways of incorporating them in lessons and
increase our confidence in woi'"ing with ICT.
The schemes of work have been redesigned and restructured to highlight
differentiation by task and resource in a more planned and organised way. A great
deal of time has been invested in tailoring writing frames and other scaffolding
devices for students with specific literacy needs.
Having commenced work on these aspects of teaching and learning it was necessary
to ensure that summative assessment tasks be re-designed with the same
philosophy and methodology in mind. We are determined to ensure that all students
are able to both access and illustrate their ability in Humanities without being
hindered by literacy challenges, whilst at the same time contributing to the individuals
development of Literacy skills. Students are provided with opportunities to submit
assessments in written, audio and visual format. There are a few that have begun to
make use of PowerPoint displays.
Whilst working on the teaching and learning strategies discussions began with the
SENCO about the ability and needs of the new intake for the academic year
1999/2000. Students involved in Literacy programmes have had extra input during a
Humanities lesson throughout year 7. However, the absence from all or part of a
lesson often created additional difficulties and complications for the individual
student. They found progression through the courses difficult due to the lack of
continuity. Logistically, with different students involved in sessions at different times it
became very difficult for the class teacher to fully accommodate the individual
learning needs and create a sense of continuation for all those involved. After
seeking support from the Advisory Service and negotiation with the SENCO we
reached the conclusion that a one term specialist literacy input, using Humanities as
the greater vehicle, was the way forward. We believe that this will enhance the
experience of these students on arrival at secondary school, increasing their
confidence and improving literacy levels.
This literacy input is to take the format of the Literacy Hour, which these students
have become accustomed to in Year 6. The Humanities Curriculum for the Autumn
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HUMANITIES FACULTY SCHEME OF WORK - MODULE TITLE: Myself & Community
TIME
1 week

2 weeks

MAIN AIMS
What is Humanities?
Introduce students to the subjects
opportunity to observe students;
identify previous topics; consider
skills
Understanding and ability to use
historical enquiry methods
opportunity to assess student
levels of ability in History

0\
4weeks

Skills - map use and
interpretation; 6 fig GR; routes;
contours; relief; cross-sections.
Extend geographical vocabulary
Understanding of goods and
services provided at settlements
Understanding community
Undertake field work
Use of IT to analyse data

CORE ACTIVITIES

DIFFERENTIATION

EXTENSION

Glossary pages prepared
Brainstorming subjects and
topics covered at KS1 and 2.
Discussion of Humanities skills

Key skills h/wk sheet
either written or sketched
responses. BA

Brainstorm sources
Evaluate usefulness of
sources
Activities on 'Documents'
Oral History - Chinese
Whispers
report to
class
Assessing reliability
Source analysis, producing a
biography
Chronology
Assessment
Map skills listed to be taught
using pair/group/individual
work
Skills to be used with OS
maps
Brainstorming Community
reflecting on own communities
Apply mapping skills to locate
HPS community, explore
service provision
Field work - sketching,
questionnaires, note taking
Use JCT to produce graphs
Preparing assessment

Specific tasks in Family
history for
AA - Biography, free
structure
BA - Writing frame to
support production of
biography
BA - Will not necessarily
complete all
tables/limeline

Exercise exploring
favourite Humanities topic
from KS 1/2. Whal was
covered? How? Why
favourite?
If producing an
autobiography compile a
list of documents you
would use as evidence
and why?

BA - Skills to be
developed using Basic
Skills 1
A - Skills to be
developed using Basic
Skills 2
AA - Extensive use of
OS maps to develop
skills

YEAR: 7
HOMEWORK

Worksheet
Humanities skills

RESOURCES
Sugar paper
Humanities skills
worksheet

WorksheetAnachronism
Biography - Susan
lremonger

Anachronism worksheet
Documents worksheet
Oral History sheet
>'-A
Reliability of Evidence
sheet
.,
Family History document

A
Family History work
booklet A
Biography writing frame
AA

Production of sketch
maps from OS maps
Cross-sections from OS
maps
Explore how often
particular types of service
are used and why.

Symbols sheet
Essential shops sheet
Broadway enquiry
Cereal island
Model making

Basic Skills in Geography

BA

1

Basic Skills in Geography

A

2

Playing scales worksheetA
Going Round the Bend
worksheet A
OSmaps
A
GR worksheet A
Mapping booklet: Gradie!)t

AA
High Society BA
Map skills CD ROM A/BA
Map skills and map
reading
Local area field work
Assessment sheets A
Writing frames
A/BA
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Module: Myself and Community

Week Number: 1

General Literacy Aims -To promote correct sentence structure.
To promote correct use of all parts of speech
To promote visual auditory awareness
To promote balanced cueing system for reading a..'l.d to synthesise them all
e.g. using semantic, phonographic and syntactical strategies/skills (ongoing
throughout the term)

Module: Myself and Community

Week.Number: 2

N.C./AGREED SYLLABUS- KEY ELEMENT/UNIT OF STUDY
Ref. 3b, 4b, 3a, 4a, la, - Humanities Module
LEARNING OUTCOME

N.C./AGREED SYLLABUS -KEY ELEMENT/UNIT OF STUDY

H
Ref. Lesson 4/64 from Hum. Module Myself and Community

L
L

LEARNING OUTCOME
H
L
L
L

Understands words Humanities and sources
Using a dictionary
) looking at word roots
Extending vocabulary )
Spellings - learn topic based spellings

Sources - evaluation/interpretation
Locating information through scanning
Using inference deduction skills - higher order reading skills
Investigate, collect, identify spelling patters - plurals and silent letter, nouns.
Identify all nouns - common, proper, abstract and other parts of speech

LESSON PLAN
DAYl

Use different ways to plan e.g. brainstorming.

Shared Text

LESSON PLAN

2 OHP' s Anachronism picture looking at nouns
- spot the difference

(T & W level)

DAYl
Writing Activity
Shared Text
OHP Humanities skills worksheet looking at syllabification

15 mins

(W T level)

Writing Activity - Brainstorming

10 mins

(T S level)

Define terminology:

Anachronism w/sheet - Q2 & 5

(T & S level)

Spelling 5 key words & definitions put to complete
sentences using noun and verb

(W & S level)

Definitions: Anachronism, Century, Invention, Explain, Reason, Evaluation, Interpretation,
Cutlery

Humanities, History, Geography, Religion, Sources, Graphs, Artefacts,
Chronological, Mapping, Research, Fieldwork, Documents
Spelling 5 key words

Spellings: Camera, scissors, watch, knife, radio
10 mins

(W S level)

Successmaker

Humanities, History, Sources, Primary, Secondary
DAY2-4
Success Maker

10 mins

Rotation of above 15 mins each group
Spelling /Guided reading as week I.

Days 2 and 3 Rotation of Above
(No Shared Text)

15 mins each
section

HOMEWORK

Day 4 -

Spelling- PAT - phonological awareness training
Spelling - NLS - National Literacy Strategy words
Guided reading - choice - biographies and plays

)
)
)

Learn spellings and definitions
Plural worksheet
15 mins each

HOMEWORK
Learn spellings and definitions.
RESOURCES
Humanities skills, w/sheet
Spelling Logs
Dictionaries

KEY:
Learning outcomes:
H = Humanities
L = Literacy
Framework for teaching literacy skills:
W = Word Level
T = Text Level
S = Sentence Level

4

RESOURCES

KEY:

Doc. W/sheet ) on OHP's
Anac. W/sheet )

Learning Outcomes:
H = Humanities
L = Literacy

Spot the difference picture
Plural worksheet

Framework for teaching literacy skills:
W = Word Level
T = Text Level
S = Sentence Level
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